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The Officer Network

As 2020 is coming to a close, we begin to see Officer
changes announced that will be going into effect as
Director of GWRRA
we enter the new year. If you are a newly appointed
Alessandro & Mariarosa Boveri Officer or one who has been serving for years, our Officer’s Handbook is a valuable resource. Our Insight Publication provides us
Director Overseas
with an opportunity to provide you with information that you may not have
had time to review on a larger scale. Since we tend to see most of our Officer
Kevin Bramhoff
changes at year end, what an outstanding time to review The Officer NetDirector's Assistant
work.
Jere & Sherry Goodman

Dan & Mary Costello

Director of Membership
Enhancement
Mike & Barri Critzman

Director of Motorist
Awareness
Randall & Janet Drake

Director of Finance
Susan & George Huttman

There are currently six areas of responsibilities within GWRRA, called Programs, led by Volunteer Leaders: Rider Education, GWRRA University, Membership Enhancement, Motorist Awareness, Finance and Overseas. Directors
(Operations), also volunteer leaders, have the principal responsibility for each
Program at their level.
We have a direct communications line extending from the Director of GWRRA
to TEAM GWRRA, District Teams to the Chapter Director and their Team. This
is the channel whereby all Directors/Operations Leaders at each level receive
their “authority” to operate. This is, also, the vital communication link to each
Office.

Director of Rider Education
John & Shawn Irons

Director’s Assistant
Bob & Nancy Shrader

Director’s Assistant
Lorrie Thomas

The Chapter Directors within the District serve as part of the District Team.
They meet regularly with the District Director to receive information and instructions from the District Director, as well as provide reverse input to meet
the needs of the Members. The Team will seek solutions to common problems
on the District and Chapter levels and plan programs for the continued development and activity of GWRRA. The District Directors are part of TEAM
GWRRA. We all work together at our respective levels to provide Members the
full benefits of our Association.

Interim University Director
Tom & Renee Wasluck

Director’s Assistant
Continued on Page 2
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As the expression goes, “it takes a village,” it takes a Team of Volunteers in GWRRA to benefit our
Members. We recognize many volunteers as part of our Team. GWRRA recognizes the following as
Officer positions in GWRRA and they serve under the Director of GWRRA:
TEAM GWRRA Officers: Director’s Assistants; Director of Rider Education; Director of Membership
Enhancement; Director of the University; Director of Finance; Director of Motorist Awareness; Director Overseas and Assistants for those positions.
District Officers: District Director; District Educator; District Ride Coordinator; District University
Coordinator; District Membership Enhancement Coordinator; District Motorist Awareness Coordinator; District Treasurer and Assistants for those positions.
Chapter Officers: Chapter Director; Chapter Ride Coordinator; Chapter Social and Membership Enhancement Coordinator; Chapter Treasurer and Assistants for those positions.
Officers have a very important position in our leadership network. They will be dealing directly
with, and for, those the organization was designed to be most beneficial to...the Members. Serving
the Members is the primary function of all officers of GWRRA.
GWRRA is the most successful organization of its kind. Its Members are among the best and most
loyal of any motorcycle organization on record. As such, GWRRA Members deserve our very best
efforts as well as a reciprocal level of loyalty as leaders. For these reasons, GWRRA officers or
other volunteer leaders may not accept or serve in like positions in competing or similar motorcycle organizations where real or perceived conflicting interests, duties, or responsibilities may develop. Doing so sends the wrong message to the Member whose motorcycling interests must remain our highest priority. Secondarily, the effect of the demands of service placed on a GWRRA
officer makes it difficult to hold multiple positions of responsibility in GWRRA. To best serve our
Members, Appointing Officers need to do their best to coach the newly appointed Officers in a
transition into their new positions. Good leaders are always in demand and from time to time
GWRRA leaders will need to decide where and how they can best serve. Serving in multiple positions limits the opportunity for other volunteer leaders and can lead to burnout. Both of these can
negatively affect our Members, the place of highest priority in GWRRA.
If you are reading Insight and you are not an Officer, please consider volunteering. We are always
looking for good leaders to serve throughout the association.
Sherry and I want to wish everyone a very Happy Thanksgiving!
Stay safe; be well. And, as always, remember that fun shall be the last word—so HAVE FUN!

Jere & Sherry Goodman
Directors of GWRRA
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Dan & Mary Costello
Director of Membership Enhancement
Membership Enhancement Coordinators
This past month the first edition of the Membership Enhancement newsletter “Here’s The Scoop” was
sent out to all District Directors and District MECs. We want to thank everyone for all the great ideas
that were sent to us. The intent behind the newsletter was to engage the Members during this time of
pandemic restrictions. The positive engagement of our Members is why we feel it is so important that all
Chapter Directors and Chapter MECs receive this newsletter from the District Directors or District MECs.
During this difficult time of pandemic restrictions, all of us need to focus on the FUN aspect of GWRRA.
“Here’s The Scoop” is designed as a composite of FUN activities and rides from Chapters and Districts.
During recent zoom calls with District Directors and District MECs, the Membership Enhancement Team
encouraged everyone to send in FUN activities or rides that were happening in their districts. Please encourage your chapters to submit one or two paragraphs of FUN things that are being done to keep the
Members engaged during this time: what kinds of things are being done during zoom call Chapter gatherings to add FUN, games, activities, contests, all of these are things that can be added to the newsletter. Please remember to include the District and the Chapter when submitting an idea as we want to
recognize all the Members happily sharing their fun ideas.
Our original plan was to have the newsletter issued on a monthly basis. Using the original submissions
as an indication, we may require additional issues during the months ahead.
With the colder weather approaching and restrictions being placed on all of us due to the Covid-19, we
are encouraging everyone to participate by sending their FUN ideas to the editor of the “Here’s the
Scoop” Newsletter Joan Partigianoni at mepgwrra.se@gmail.com.
To increase the availability of the newsletter, Penny Anthony set up a Blog on the MEP website. We encourage everyone to visit the website.
Please stay safe!

Dan & Mary Costello
732-261-2883
mepad.gwrra@gmail.com
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Susan & George Huttman
Director of Rider Education
We are reminding our District Educators to review Member RE Database records
to learn if there are Members currently eligible for a Levels advancement or Master recognition. The documentation needs to be completed with the knowledge of
the individual Member to confirm their interest in advancement. This can be a useful tool for Districts to keep
Members engaged and recognize them for their accomplishments.
While we continue to encourage the GWRRA Membership to visit My RE (http://re2.gwrra.org/login_mem.php) to
check their personal Levels Program status, those chapters with a Chapter Skill Enhancement Advisor (CSEA) can
work with their chapter participants and District Educator to bring records up to date. Keep in mind safe miles
and high miles are often under-reported and should be checked several times during the calendar year.
While we have been seeing a measurable increase in rider education courses and MEDIC© First Aid training
throughout the Association, most Districts are setting their goals for 2021. It will be advantageous for District
Educators, CSEAs, and most importantly the Members, to have any database housekeeping tasks complete and
up to date. For those District Educators who have taken the time to submit N.9 Master Applications for review,
since this time last month five (5) Master applications have been approved.
Any questions about data entry should be directed to a District’s assigned Rider Education Program Assistant,
which can be found at: http://gwrra.org/regional/ridered/staff.html or to the Director, GWRRA Rider Education
Program. We will always make ourselves available to assist in any way possible.
This is also an opportunity to remind Districts with or without Educators, that the District Director is encouraged
and welcome to attend the RE Program Zoom calls conducted by the GWRRA RE Program team roughly every 5-6
weeks. This is the best way to learn what is happening program wide and ask any questions you may have. Our
goal is to serve every district to assure the needs of their Members are considered. Unless Officers communicate
their concerns, we may not be aware there is a problem to address.
We have also extended the period for any GWRRA Member interested in a Rider Education Program Assistant position until December 31st, 2020, and look forward to communicating with anyone who may be interested or has
questions about the position. Officers, you are encouraged to put forward the name of anyone you feel may be
qualified because of their dedication and commitment to safe riding and skill enhancement. All candidates will be
seriously considered.
Lastly, a few words about the QUARTERLY Rider Education Program Activity Report, aka the N.6. This is an important document used to generate our annual program statistics used in making decisions for the year
ahead. The figures collected help the REP Team determine where there is a need for rider course and MFA instructor training so, even if your district has had zero Rider Education or MFA activities, other information collected is still valuable and should be provided.
The responsibility of completing and submitting the N.6 is the District Educator’s; however, should a district be
without a DE, the District Director will be required to submit the document. The N.6 should be forwarded to Rider
Education Program Assistant Sue Allhands. If you have overdue reports outstanding for the first three quarters of
2020 or need any other assistance, please contact Sue: (815) 383-1580 or jallhands@sbcglobal.net.
For more information: Susan Huttman, Team GWRRA Director, Rider Education director-re@gwrra.org
828-855-0677.

Susan & George Huttman
828-368-2249
director-re@gwrra.org
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Lorrie M. Thomas
Interim Director of the University

It Is Alive!
What an amazing thing to behold! We didn’t have to wait until Spring to see evidence of renewal.
Training in person, in the classroom, is back.
As we all dealt with the changes that will be known as “2020, the Year We’d Like to Forget,” the University reshaped, morphing into a digitally enhanced classroom. We began to offer classes online. It
was not a simple task. It took quite a bit of trial and error, but in the end, it was well received
Our Members made it clear that they would like to continue online classes. We discovered that there is
a need, beside the quarantine, to continue offering these classes. There are Districts without Instructors. There are Districts where the Chapters are hundreds of miles apart, making it more difficult to
gather for training. Those members would certainly benefit from online classes.
The process of certifying Instructors/Trainers to present classes online has begun. We will produce a
program that will introduce those Instructors/Trainers who are interested in presenting this way to the
tools, tricks, and technical information they would need.
The University will create a list of classes that will translate well to online, as well as a list of the classes
we tried to adapt but failed. If you asked the University Assistants and other Instructors who presented
online, they will be quick to tell you that it took a lot of work.
Be patient. It is happening. Once you become certified, you can offer this training to your Members. It
won’t replace in-person training, but certainly enhances the training experience.
Please make sure that all Instructors/Trainers receive Insight.

Continued on Page 6
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Spotlight
In this edition of spotlight, we are not going to spotlight a class or workshop. We want to spotlight the
people that make up the University.
The structure of the University, like the other Programs in GWRRA, is led by a Director. University Assistants are the next level. Their primary responsibility is to oversee the District University Coordinators
by communicating monthly, either by phone or Zoom call, to inform them of changes, updates, new
classes, and other opportunities to serve the Members.
The District University Coordinators then pass this information on to the Instructors and Trainers. The
DUCs, as they are called, are also responsible to assure that the Instructors and Trainers are up to
date, recertify on time and current in the Rider Education Levels program. The DUCs further assure
that all the Instructors and Trainers in their District have equal opportunity to present classes during
the training opportunities the DUCs help plan and oversee.
Next, Instructors and Trainers. Instructors are individuals who have successfully completed the Instructor Training and Certification Program (ITCP). They are permitted to teach any of the seminars and
modules in the University catalog with the understanding that some seminars and modules require
them to be current at specific Rider Education Levels.
The Trainers are individuals who have successfully completed the University Training and Development
Program (UTDP) as a UTREP prior to October 1, 2016 and were certified under the policies and guidelines of that program. Another way Trainers are certified is to have completed the RCI, which is required to become a Rider Course Instructor.
The training received during that course is equivalent to the UTDP course. If they are current RCIs,
they can maintain the University Trainer title and can teach specific seminars. They must also be current at the specified Rider Education Levels.
If you have questions or an interest in becoming a University Instructor, please let us know or refer to
the GWRRA Handbook.

Continued on Page 8
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Need an Idea for Classes this Month?
The end of the year is closing in fast (thank goodness). Officers and other Team Members are stepping
aside, and fresh new faces are taking their place. It is the perfect time to offer position-specific classes.
Under the “Resources for Officers” tab on the University webpage (gwrradot.com) there are handouts
that contain a description of the positions and a list of resources. The handouts can be used to explain
the position to a potential new leader or further clarify the position for a Member who has stepped up.
The list includes: Chapter and District Director, Treasurer, Membership Enhancement Coordinator, Ride
Coordinator, the District University Coordinator and others. For training, here are a few of the Modules:
GWRRA Module 201-06 Newsletters (Editor)
GWRRA Module 205-01 Chapter Finances (Treasurer)
GWRRA Module 303-01 Adding Fun to Socials (MEC)
GWRRA Module 305-01 Preparing for the COY Selection (Couples)

…a U.3 is the roster class participants sign in on. The digital U.3 is what the Instructor fills
out online that goes into the database.
…a U.4 is the form you fill out online for recertification, teaching two classes within two
years. Submit it close to your due date.
…a U.10 is a form you fill out and submit to the University for us to help advertise your
class. Rider Ed and Medic First Aid have their own version.

Lorrie M. Thomas
Interim Director of the University
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Kevin Bramhoff
Director’s Assistant
GWRRA…a Canadian Perspective
Fellow Wingers:
As the new guy on the block, I am guardedly writing this piece so as not to bend anyone’s ear or bore you all to
tears!
Since I am new to the position of Director’s Assistant, I am just beginning to understand, and I have been working on this all my life, the not-so-subtle differences between those of us living in different parts of our vast country. After all, the TransCanada highway spans the country and it is 4,860 miles coast to coast, Victoria BC to St
Johns Newfoundland. One of the longest highways in the world! Life on the other coast, and all points in between, is indeed much different than where I live.
I live in Western Canada, and our District is District NWC, North West Coast, encompassing British Columbia, the
Yukon and yes, Alaska (I will explain later). So, I can only truly comment on the Canadian perspective with a
“Western” slant at the present time, although, I am sure in this case, all the rest of GWRRA in this country have
the same outlook.
We, in Canada and District NWC, are all about Riding and as a result, yes, recruitment…what is one good way to
recruit? Ride, yes, it is that simple. Riding, to be seen Riding, discussing Riding and all that it encompasses with
other like-minded Riders when you stop somewhere. It gets you new Members. Other Riders are curious and ask
questions allowing you the opportunity (ensure you have brochures and applications on your bike) to get them
signed up. (There are other ways to recruit and we will get into that on another occasion.)
In our District we focus on Members’ satisfaction…they want to Ride and they want certain social activities tied to
Riding, and we provide that. By giving Members what they want instead of telling them what to do we retain
Members and get new ones just by word of mouth. Our Membership feel that they get good value from their
Membership as their expectations of Riding and entertainment are met.
Opinion requires little to no evidence to utter. Knowledge claims, at the other end of the truth-meter, have robust
reasons and solid evidence to back them up. We get monthly data from our MEC directors and it clearly states
facts. The fact is we need Members…there is no escaping this fact.
We should all be focused on recruitment…period!
We really need to do this. The benefit is, of course, making new friends, having fresh recruits to volunteer and
lend a hand, and more Riders to go and enjoy Riding with…see that’s the core competency thing, you know Riding…it’s what we do!
Here is a question for you all: why did you volunteer? Was it for the pin and the patch or was it because you felt
you could make a difference, a real contribution? Whatever your answer recruitment is the best way to make that
difference…make your mark and get positive numbers flowing into your district and chapters. Leaving a legacy of
positive membership numbers is not a bad thing…is it?
So, Alaska…Yes, they are a part of our District even if they are part of the United States. Geographically it just
made good sense. That is why we are District NWC, the North West Coast, not the Canadian west coast or Pacific
Canada, we wanted to include our fellow wingers in Alaska. Just an FYI, we are the only truly international District in all of the GWRRA.
Until next time, be safe — ride safe!

Kevin Bramhoff
Director’s Assistant, GWRRA Canada

